
Overview
Minnovare CORE (Client Online Reporting Engine) is an industry 
leading software platform that serves as a powerful data hub 
for clients entire drilling operations. The software is central 
to Minnovare’s key technologies in both Exploration and Mine 
Production. The Production Optimiser is a revolutionary drill and 
blast optimisation system that substantially improves production 
drilling accuracy and consistency, resulting in less re-work, 
improved dilution and recovery and an increase in stope turnover in 
underground mines.

As a secure cloud-based drilling data platform, Minnovare CORE 
features digital drill plans and plods that sync seamlessly with 
existing mine planning software, providing accurate, reliable and 
real-time drilling data to mine operators. Traditional methods of 
time consuming and unreliable paper-based systems which are 
renowned for human error can be avoided. Instead benefit from 
access to real-time drill data across your entire drilling operation 
when you need it. Take control of your drilling data. 

The Drilling 
Data That Drives 
Outcomes.”

“

Easy to import/export

Intuitive and easy to use interface

Real time productivity reports 

Data Integrity through inbuilt QA/QC

Seamless integration with a 
range of 3rd party mine planning/
drill and blast software

24 x 7 global support

System health monitoring and support

Key Features:

KEY VALUE

Data Integrity Accountability  
for all data

Visibility 
and real-time  
productivity

Confidence in your data 
and drilling to plan with 

built in QA/QC

Streamlined 
Workflow for your 

drilling data



The Production Optimiser Technology Ecosystem

Digi Plan
DigiPLAN manages the upload, storage and syncing of drill design data between 
3rd party D&B software, Minnovare CORE and the Minnovare CORE Mobile app. 
Minnovare CORE users use DigiPLAN to assign what is to be drilled to each of 
their rigs and only assigned plans are shown to operators on the Minnovare 
CORE Mobile app.

Digi Plod
DigiPLOD collects as-drilled information as it happens from the OptiBox and on 
the Minnovare CORE Mobile app. DigiPLOD information is synced to Minnovare 
CORE where it can be analysed or exported by D&B engineers to compare against 
the design. Downtime information is also collected to provide Minnovare CORE 
users with productivity and drilling performance summaries that can be exported 
to 3rd party reporting software.
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